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Abstract. The article is devoted to the description of the correction
method of special vehicle fuel allowance, doing the collection and
transporting solid municipal wastes. The developed mathematical model is
presented, and allows to predict fuel consumption of the special vehicles in
operation practices. Its efficacy was proved. Software implementation was
offered in vehicle companies for practice using of the correction method of
fuel allowance.

1 Introduction
With the development of free market economy in Russia and increasing of the market
competition in transportation of solid household wastes (SHW), every specialized vehicle
company (SVC) has to struggle for competitiveness of services they offer. There are more
than 20 vehicle companies in Perm, transporting SHW. It is very important for them to
improve effectiveness of their activity and optimize expenses, connected with the
transportation process. Optimization and reducing of material cost on vehicle operation is
the most important for increasing effectiveness of the vehicle company. One of the main
budget items on SHW transportation is fuel cost, which can reach 30% in the structure of
costs overall (fig.1) [1,2]. Significant attention is paid to the questions of truck’s routes
optimization in Russia and in other countries, especially garbage trucks and providing
security while transporting dangerous wastes [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]. Thus, the problem of
increasing effectiveness of using fuel by special vehicles for collecting and transporting
solid household wastes is actual.
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Fig. 1. Expense structure of the vehicle company

At the moment fuel allowance of the special vehicle for collecting and transporting
SHW (garbage trucks) is determined according to “Guidelines for fuel allowance of the
vehicles for road maintenance and repair and objects of beautification”, confirmed by State
Committee for Construction of Russia in 2004 [11].
Garbage truck works in two main regimes: transport regime (SHW disposal) and
technological regime (collecting SHW) [12]. Working in transport regime, garbage truck
moves between container yards and SHW disposal facility, and only base unit is used in
working process. Loading and disposal back of a garbage truck with the help of special
equipment is carrying out in technological regime [13,14]. The problem of reducing real
fuel consumption in transport regime is widely developed nowadays [15,16]. However,
previous investigations practically haven’t examined technological regime of special
vehicle work.
Existing uplifts to the standard fuel allowance don’t reflect and take into consideration
all conditions of garbage truck operation in technological working regime, in particular
weight of loading wastes, that’s why standards in SVC, as usual, are calculated according to
top limit, and not allowed in appropriate way to determine excess fuel flow and find out
the reason of this excess: bad technical condition of special equipment, bleeding in
hydraulic system, bad driving, stealage and so on [17,18]. This means, that present
methodological recommendations of determining standard fuel allowance of the garbage
trucks demand additional corrections for technological regime.

2 Material and methods
Mathematical model of fuel allowance organization in technological regime was developed
during the investigation. It consists of complex working of two subsystems:
• Subsystem “combustion engine – pump”;
• Subsystem “pump-hydraulic – cylinder”.
We offer to present mathematical model as a new dependence of a fuel allowance
organization in technological regime of a garbage truck on the weight of loading wastes and
engine speed of a base unit:
k

Qtech = ∑
i =1

i
mi ⋅ ωei ⋅ g ⋅ V0 ⋅ ze − p ⋅ g e ⋅ kl ⋅ tup

( S p − S st ) ⋅ηd ⋅η p ⋅ηhs ⋅ ρ f

⋅ K op ,

(1)

Q tech – standard fuel allowance in technological regime, l; k – quantity of loaded
containers with SHW; g – free falling acceleration, m/s2; V0 – pump capacity per

revolution, m3; ωei – engine speed of a base unit, sec-1; S p – piston area of a hydraulic-
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cylinder, m2; S st – piston area of hydraulic-cylinder rod,m2; ze − p – transfer ratio from
engine to pump, η d - drive efficiency from engine through transmission and drop box; ηhs –
hydraulic system efficiency;

η p – pump volume efficiency; kl – index, taking into

account geometric conditions of lifting device; m i – weight of loading wastes, kg; K op –
index, taking into additional operations while loading of a garbage truck back.

3 Results
To check the performance of the mathematical model live experiment was made [19]. As a
subject of investigation we chose the most popular garbage truck with the rear load BM53229-1on the unit base of Kamaz-65115 (fig.3) [20]. For defining the quantity of fuel,
which was used for technological operations, we have chosen weight method, based on
defining weight of real fuel consumption, which was fixed for every regime of container
loading on a scale. Weight was fixed with the help of developed earlier onboard weighting
system, based on defining the weight according to the pressure of a power fluid in hydraulic
system [21].
Data resulting from the experiment, are given in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Changing of the fuel flow rate on the subject of investigation.

Processing of experimental results was made and we got the equation of regression for
defining fuel flow rate:

Gteor =
−17,09 + 0,0033 ⋅ m0 + 0,017 ⋅ n ,

(2)

G teor – theoretical fuel flow rate, l/h; m 0 – weight of the loaded container, kg; n –
rotation frequency of the engine base unit, min -1.
The control showed that equation is statistically significant with the probability of more
than 0,95 and describe existing process adequately. We found out that the most significant
factor which influence on the fuel flow rate of the garbage truck is the engine speed of a
base unit.

4 Discussion
For practical implementation results of investigations, allowing to reduce operating costs of
the vehicle company, we developed “Method of deferential correction of fuel allowance”,
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taking into account different load weight, including sequence of actions SVC’s employees
for proper fuel traffic record in the company. As a basis of this method we took existing
methodological recommendations to define standard fuel allowance. Offered method is
different because it allows to define standard fuel allowance of the garbage truck in
technological regime, depending on load weight of the wastes and speed engine of the base
unit.

Q
= (0,01 ⋅ H s ⋅ S + Qtech (m0 ; ωe )) ⋅ (1 + D) + 0, 25n ,

(3)

Q – standard fuel allowance for per calendar day; H s – linear standard of fuel
allowance, l/100 km; S – average daily run of the vehicle, km; n – average per shift routes;
D – summary relative increase to linear fuel allowance; Q tech (m 0 ;ω e ) – fuel allowance
during work of special equipment, calculated with the help of developed mathematical
model , l (per shift).
For the purpose of strategic correction of fuel allowance in the vehicle company it is
necessary to get and process data about quantity and weight load of containers with SHW.
Here (fig.3) you can see a procedure of defining fuel allowance per shift on the basis of
developed mathematical model.

Fig. 3. Procedure of defining standard fuel allowance of the garbage truck.

With the help of developed automatic onboard system of weighting it is possible to do
collecting, processing and transmitting data about date, time and place of SHW loading,
quantity and weight load of containers with SHW, and also time of loading process in
technological regime. We define fuel allowance while loading every container with SHW
and quantity of fuel, used for loading back of the garbage truck, on the basis of received
data within investigations of interactions and mathematical model. On the basis of received
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data we define standard fuel allowance of the garbage truck per shift. This value is
compared with the quantity of real fuel consumption. If there is significant discrepancy in
data, an employee of engineering-technical service (ETS) of SVC, tries to find out the
reason.
Software implementation is offered in every vehicle company for simple using of the
developed model. ETS employee loads basic data: driver-operator, make and model of the
vehicle, total kilometers logged, quantity of real fuel consumption, then he chooses
correction index out of offered list and does data upload to the program with on board
system of weighting (quantity of loaded containers, weight of every container, time of
container loading, time of working in technological regime). Program automatically
calculates standard fuel allowance in technological regime and standard fuel allowance per
shift, compares it with the quantity of real fuel consumption. A report about driveroperator’s work, about possible defects of the elements and systems of the vehicle, leading
to reducing fuel efficiency, is formed on the basis of past experience for specified period.
The analysis of technical-and-economic indexes work of the SVC allowed to draw a
conclusion that practical implementation of developed model will give an opportunity to
reduce specific given cost up to 4,4%, based on reducing of annual operating cost, all this
allow to save money on car operation up to 200 thousand rubles.

5 Conclusion
Analyzing factors which influence on fuel allowance of the garbage trucks in technological
regime showed that load weight of the wastes and speed engine of the base unit influence
greatly on the fuel allowance. We found out that the most significant factor which
influenced fuel allowance per hour is the speed engine of the base unit.
Mathematical model of garbage truck fuel allowance forming in technological regime
was developed. There were taken into account for the first time: weight load and speed
engine of the base unit. We proved the adequateness of the developed mathematical model
to the real object. Model allows predicting fuel allowance per hour in technological regime
operating of garbage trucks with diesel engine.
We stated experimental regularities of fuel allowance per hour changings in
technological regime of vehicle operating from weight of the loading wastes and speed
engine.
On the basis of stated regularities we developed method of differential correction
standard fuel allowance taking into account loading of the vehicles with different weight
load. Using developed method will allow reducing specific given cost up to 4,4% , and all
this allow to save money on car operation up to 200 thousand robles.
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